CANDLES & DIYAS

MADE BY VISUALLY IMPAIRED TRAINEES & STAFF OF THE BLIND RELIEF ASSOCIATION
DEEP CANDLE (MINI)

WHITE, RED, YELLOW, ORANGE, GREEN

330 GM
(12.5 CM X 9 CM X 3.5 CM)

RS. 225/PAIR

CODE: 207
DEEP CANDLE (SMALL)

WHITE, RED, YELLOW, ORANGE, GREEN

480 GM
(9 CM X 12.5 CM X 4.5 CM)

RS. 275/PAIR

CODE: 150
DEEP CANDLE (MEDIUM)

WHITE, RED, YELLOW, ORANGE, GREEN

700GM
(13.5 CM X 9.5 CM X 6 CM)

RS. 375/PAIR

CODE: 149
PILLAR

WHITE, RED, YELLOW, ORANGE, GREEN, BLACK

870GM
(30 CM X 6 CM (DIA))

RS. 405/PC

CODE: 142
BOMBSHELL (MEDIUM)

WHITE, RED, YELLOW, ORANGE, GREEN, BLACK

280 GM
(7 CM X 7 CM (DIA))

RS. 120/PC

CODE: 127
BOMBSHELL (LARGE)

WHITE, RED, YELLOW, ORANGE, GREEN, BLACK

480 GM
(15.5 CM X 6.5 CM)

RS. 165/PC

CODE: 130
FLUTED POT (PAIR)

WHITE, RED, YELLOW, ORANGE, GREEN

400 GM
(8.5CM (DIA) X 6CM)

RS. 255/PAIR

CODE: 145
LOTUS (SMALL)
(INCLUSIVE OF 3 T-LIGHT CANDLES)

WHITE, RED, YELLOW, ORANGE, GREEN

180 GM
(14 CM (DIA)X 3 CM)

RS. 145/SET

CODE: 202
LOTUS (BIG)
(INCLUSIVE OF 5 T-LIGHT CANDLES)

WHITE, RED, YELLOW, ORANGE, GREEN

525 GM
(22CM (DIA) X 4CM)

RS. 225/SET

CODE: 201
2" CAKE CANDLE

WHITE, RED, YELLOW, ORANGE, GREEN

2 KG
(20 CM (DIA) X 4 CM)

RS. 525/PC

CODE: 154
CYLINDRICAL CANDLE 3 WICK

WHITE, RED, YELLOW, ORANGE, GREEN, BLACK

1.75 KG
(12.5 CM (DIA) X 13 CM)

RS. 625/PC

CODE: 153
FLOWER CANDLE (FLOATING)

WHITE, RED, YELLOW, ORANGE, GREEN

30 GM
(6.5 CM (DIA) X 3.5 CM)

RS. 32/PC

CODE: 114
ROSE CANDLE
(FLOATING)

WHITE, RED, YELLOW, ORANGE,
GREEN

30 GM
(5.5 CM (DIA) X 3.5 CM)

RS. 32/PC

CODE: 116
T - LIGHTS (BOX OF 20)

WHITE, RED, YELLOW, ORANGE, GREEN

160 GM
(18.5 CM X 7.5 CM X 2.5 CM)

RS. 175/BOX

CODE: 210
5 X 3/4 (PACK OF 12)

WHITE, RED, YELLOW, ORANGE, GREEN

400 GM
(13.5 CM X 2 CM)

RS. 125/PACK

CODE: 104
DIYA - SMALL
(PACK OF 12)

WHITE

312 GM

RS. 125/PACK

CODE: 158
DIYA - CHARMUKHA
(PACK OF 12)

WHITE

840 GM

RS. 245/PACK

CODE: 160
DIYA - LARGE

WHITE

100 GM

RS. 65/PC

CODE: 161
Your every purchase will brighten the future of our visually impaired students and trainees, especially in this tough year.
• Delivery charges included for Delhi NCR region
• Minimum order Rs. 500/-
• Email your orders to sales@blindrelief.org
• Please mention your Name, Mobile Number and Delivery Address in the email
• Order should carry Candle Code, Colour and Quantity
• For queries, please contact Mr. Shrawan - 9953494425
YOU CAN MAKE PAYMENT THROUGH NEFT / RTGS / NET BANKING TO

The Blind Relief Association Vocational Training & Production,
State Bank of India, IOC Lodhi Road Road Branch, New Delhi 110003
Account Number: 30880546394
IFSC Code: SBIN0006564